
Offline Learning Activity for 
Concurrent Comp II  

 

Week 13: March 30-April 3 

Topic: Fences   
Time: 150 minutes 

Overview 

A main focus of this semester is context, more specifically social and historical context. 
This week you will read Fences by August Wilson. Fences is set in 1957 and tells the 
story of Troy Maxson, who was born to a sharecropper father who felt himself a failure 
and took it out on everyone, including his young son Troy. Troy learns violence from his 
father, but he also learns the value of work and the fact that a man takes responsibility 
for his family no matter how difficult circumstances may be. He learns respect for a 
home, the importance of owning land, and the value of an education because he never 
had one. Once an excellent baseball player but now a garbage collector, Troy learns 
that in the land of equal opportunity, chances for a black man are not always equal. He 
learns that he must fight and win the little victories that are his triumphs: "You've got to 
take the crooked with the straight."  

As you read this week, think about the following questions:  

● What is a man? What is a man according to August Wilson? 
● How did society put limits on black men’s ability to achieve this ideal? What is the heroic 

response to these limits?  
● Is there a hero in this story? If so, who is it?  
● How does society impact the individual? How does the individual impact society? 

Note: Your guiding questions are still not a graded assignment, but they will help you 
analyze the text and study for your test.  

Daily Outline  
Day 1: Read Fences by August Wilson p. 1187-1238 
Day 2: Read Fences by August Wilson p. 1187-1238  
Day 3: Answer Guiding Questions 
Day 4: Answer Guiding Questions  
Day 5: Writing Assignment-Fences 
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Objectives 

After completing this activity, students will be able to . . . 

● Evaluate the context of a literary work by 
○ Stating the significance of the play’s title, relating to specific events in the 

play 
○ Recognizing patterns in the Maxson men’s lives 
○ Deciding whether Troy’s failures are a result of his bad decisions or of a 

flawed society 
● Identify the social and historical context of a literary work 

  
 

Activity 1: Guiding Questions 

Act One, Scene One  

●  A & P: a grocery store chain 
● Uncle Remus: American folktale icon, famous for such tales as "Tar Baby" and "Brer 

Rabbit" "Eating beans": slang expression that means one has run out of money and 
cannot afford more expensive food items  

 

1. What do you learn about Troy Maxson from the opening stage directions? 
2.  What policy at the sanitation department is Troy challenging? Why has it caused a 

stir?  
3. What questionable behaviors does Bono point out to Troy involving a woman named 

Alberta? 
4. Why does Troy wish to dissuade his son Cory from playing football? 
5. What is Troy's connection to sports? Why is he bitter about baseball and sports in 

general? 
6. What is the purpose of Lyons's visit? How does Lyons offend his father?  
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7. Why does Lyons cling to his music even though it makes him very little money?  

Act One, Scene Two 

● Numbers: slang for lottery numbers game  
● St. Peter: biblical keeper of Heaven's gate and the Book of Life 
● Archangel Gabriel: angel responsible for sounding the trumpet that will open the gate of 

Heaven on Judgment Day  

 

1. Rose states, ". . . those that need the least always get lucky. Poor folks can't get 
nothing." Why, then, does she play the lottery? 

2. How has Gabriel's wartime injury benefited Troy?  
3. Why does Troy feel guilty about Gabriel's renting a room at another house?  
4. Why does Troy procrastinate about building a fence around the yard?  

Act One, Scene Three 

1. Why is Troy unable to tell Rose the score of the baseball game?  
2. How does Troy assert his authority over Cory? In what ways does Cory attempt to seek 

his father's approval?  
3. Why does Troy tell Cory that he will not give permission for Cory to play college football? 

How do father and son's perspectives differ on the issue of playing football?  
4. Troy advises Cory to "learn how to put your hands to some good use. Besides hauling 

people's garbage." How is this advice different from the advice Troy gave Lyons earlier?  
5. What point is Troy making when he responds to Cory's question, "How come you ain't 

never liked me?" What is Troy's motivation for refusing to coddle Cory? 
6. What does Troy mean when he tells Rose, "I can't give nothing else"? Act One, Scene 

Four Vocabulary and References: Walking blues: leaving one's family behind to start 
fresh in another location  

7. How is Troy's conflict with the sanitation department resolved? 
8. How does Troy discover that Cory has been playing football rather than working? 
9. What was Troy's relationship with his father like? How did Troy become a man? 
10. Why did Troy spend fifteen years in a penitentiary? 
11. What does Troy refer to as "strike one"?  
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Act Two, Scene One 

1. Why has Gabriel been arrested? 
2. Bono states, "My man Troy knows what he's doing . . . he might take me somewhere." 

What has Bono learned from his friendship with Troy?  
3. When Troy tells Bono that Alberta is "stuck on for good," what does he mean?  
4. What does Troy say is his motivation for having an affair? 
5. How does Troy describe his eighteen years of marriage to Rose? How does Rose view 

those same years of marriage?  
6. Why does Troy call "strike two" on Cory at this point in the play?  

Act Two, Scenes Two and Three  

1. What unintentional benefit does Troy receive from having his brother Gabriel 
hospitalized? 

2.  A humbled Troy asks Rose to take care of his illegitimate child. What is Rose's 
response?  

Act Two, Scene Four  

1. What is ironic about Troy's feelings about his job now that he has been promoted to 
garbage truck driver?  

2. How does the final confrontation between Troy and Cory begin? How does it end?  

 

Act Two, Scene Five 

Atavistic: ancestral; representative of previous generations  

1. Eight years later, the family gathers for Troy's funeral. What has Cory become over the 
past eight years? What does this reveal about his character? 

2. What has become of Lyons over the past eight years? What does this reveal about his 
character? 

3. How did Troy die? What does the manner of his death reveal about his character?  
4. How does Rose convince Cory to attend his father's funeral?  
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5. How does Rose's relationship with Raynell show how she has grown over the past eight 
years?  

6. When Gabriel tries to blow his horn at the end of the play, he discovers that it doesn't 
work. How does he solve his problem?  

7. Troy states that the "only thing that separated (Troy from his father) was the matter of a 
few years." In what ways were Troy's and his father's experiences and emotions similar? 
In what ways did Troy grow beyond his father?  

8. Rose tells Cory that "Your daddy wanted you to be everything he wasn't . . . and at the 
same time he tried to make you into everything he was." Do agree or disagree with her 
assessment? Explain why.  

9. Explain the symbolism of the house, quilt, birdcage, and bird. 
10. Is Mr. Wright really so wrong?  We are told John Wright was not a bad man, “he didn’t 

drink, and kept his word . . . and paid his debts.”  Minnie Wright’s murder of her husband 
would be condoned by feminist critics . . . as a “defiance of patriarchy.”  Was it a “crime” 
for Minnie to strangle her husband or simple justice? 

 
 

Activity 2: Fences  

For your Fences writing assignment, you have two choices. 

Option One: Sportscast Script 

Highlight a Negro League team for a sportscast. Write a script that includes 

●  a brief history of the team, including how it began and ended  
● the team’s owner  
● the team’s best record, including the year  
● the team’s playoff history  
● a list of two or three of the team’s best players, the years they played, and 

their positions  
● a brief description of any of the teams’ players inducted into the National 

Baseball Hall of Fame 

 Option Two: Eulogy 
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Write a eulogy (narrative honoring the life of the deceased) for Troy Maxson from the 
point of view of another character in Fences. 

What would Rose, Gabriel, Lyons, Cory, or Bono have to say about Troy at the funeral? 
What stories, comments, and descriptions does the character you chose find essential 
and want to share? Pick only one character and make sure your narrative is clearly from 
your character’s point of view (including appropriate idioms, dialect, and slang) and 
reflects your understanding of the eulogizer (the Fences' character speaking) and of 
Troy.  

  

Grading Info 

Activity 1: Not Graded  

Activity 2: 10 points  

Reading Quiz: You will take your reading quiz when you come back to school, so 
you may consider taking notes while you read to help you remember what 
happened in the play. The guiding questions will also help you with this.  

 


